lyin’ chancellor

Main Verse—
What do we do with a lyin’ chancellor?  <x3>
Until he give us a Contract.

Chorus
Wayne, Wayne, we’re not gunna back down. <x3>
Until you give us a contract.

Verse2—
Lock him in the boardroom until he’s sober. (x3)
And he gives us Contract.
< Repeat Chorus then Main Verse>

Verse 3—
Force him to wear a wrinkled suit. (x3)
‘Til he gives us a contract.
< Repeat Chorus then Main Verse>

Verse 4—
Shred his hats and make him snivel. (x3)
‘Til he gives us a contract.
<Repeat Chorus then Main Verse>

Verse 5—
Take away his limousine (x3)
‘Til he gives us a contract.
< Repeat Chorus then Main Verse>

Verse 6—
Take away his heath insurance. (x3)
‘Til he gives us a contract.
< Repeat Chorus then Main Verse, and Chorus again>

Wayne, Wayne, we’re not gunna back down. <x3>
Give us a contract NOW!!